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AIRSHOW® MOVING MAPS

CLEAR VIEWS AND  
ACCURATE INFORMATION

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Intuitive system design

• Up-to-date weather/data feeds

• Mobile application available

• Modern user-friendly interface

• Interactive entertainment for all ages 

• Easily integrates with Venue™ cabin 
management syste     

Engage and entertain 
passengers of all ages

After 40 years of evolution, Collins Aerospace 
Airshow® moving maps bring air travel to  
the next level. With crisp images and a 
modern interface, Airshow will be your 
passengers’ favorite cabin feature.

Children and adults of every age are 
fascinated by the spectacular views of the 
world as they fly. Our Airshow moving  
maps offer an exciting level of visual  
realism with interesting geographical 
facts. With its rich array of features and 
high-performance capabilities, Airshow 
represents the best of business aviation’s 
most popular moving map systems.

ARE WE THERE YET ?

That classic traveling question was 
the original motivation behind our first 
Airshow moving maps system. Since its 
introduction, we have continued to build 
on our experience and expertise to keep 
our systems at the forefront of information 
delivery capabilities, while making every 
flight more enjoyable. Collins Airshow will 
turn “Are we there yet?” into “We’re here 
already?”

Airshow® moving maps



See where you are, learn about where you’re going and know 
when you’ll get there. With Airshow, passengers stay informed and 
entertained with visually appealing interfaces and accurate to-the-
minute flight data on every flight. 

• Point-of-interest panel – high definition images with captions 
and interesting information on various points along the  
flight route

• Flight progression map – various progression views, including 
preflight route, total route map and distance traveled

• Flight information page – flight information parameters based  
on real-time data from the flight navigation system

• Relative location indicator – the distance to cities or points of 
interest, relative to your aircraft’s position

• Map styles – state-of-the-art photo imagery with unprecedented 
color and realismconsequat. 
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An engaging world awaits 

Airshow® moving maps
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